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The Google Web Toolkit is a new technology that automatically translates Java into JavaScript, making Ajax applications easier to code and deploy. GWT in Action is a comprehensive tutorial for Java developers interested in building the next generation of rich, web-based applications. This book was written by Robert Hanson, creator of the popular GWT Widget Library and Adam Tacy a major contributor to the GWT Widget Library.
 There is a new emphasis on building rich, web-based applications. These applications can be difficult to build because they rely on JavaScript, which lacks the sophisticated object-oriented structures and static typing of Java, they are tricky to debug, and they require you to manage numerous browser inconsistencies.  

 In May of 2006 Google released the Google Web Toolkit (GWT). GWT enables developers to create Ajax applications in Java. With GWT, you can build your applications using a real object-oriented language and take advantage of Java tools like Eclipse that are already available. Instead of trying to bring tool support to Ajax, Google brought Ajax to a place where the tools already existed.   

 GWT in Action shows you how to take advantage of these exciting new tools. Readers will follow an example running throughout the book and quickly master the basics of GWT: widgets, panels, and event handling. The book covers the full development cycle, from setting up your development environment, to building the application, then deploying it to the web server. The entire core GWT library is discussed, with details and examples on how it can be extended. 

 GWT helps you make the most of Ajax in your web applications and GWT in Action helps you get more out of GWT. Readers can download Early Access Chapters of GWT in Action now and participate in the Author Forum by visiting at the Manning site.       
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Foundation Rails 2Friends of Ed, 2008
I wrote this book with the goal of providing an introduction to Rails for people who have some passing familiarity with other scripting languages such as JavaScript or PHP. That being said, the main requirement for success with this book is simply going to be motivation and curiosity. Readers with an abundance of both, who are willing to go beyond...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Stored Procedure Programming in T-SQL & .NETMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Create and Use Stored Procedures for Optimal Database Performance
Develop complex stored procedures to retrieve, manipulate, update, and delete data. Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Stored Procedure Programming in T-SQL & .NET identifies and describes the key concepts, techniques, and best practices you need to master in...
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WS-BPEL 2.0 for SOA Composite Applications with IBM WebSphere 7Packt Publishing, 2010

	I am quite honored that the authors of this book asked me if I could write the foreword. They have a long and concrete experience in implementing business processes, and we have interacted together in the context of telecommunication operators, where they delivered successful business process implementation.


	What I would like to...
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Content Everywhere: Strategy and Structure for Future-Ready ContentRosenfeld Media, 2012

	Care about content? Better copy isn't enough. As devices and channels multiply--and as users expect to easily relate, share, and shift information--we need content that can go more places, more easily. This book will help you stop creating fixed, single-purpose content and start making it more future-ready, flexible, and reusable.
...
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Development and Modelling of a Thermophotovoltaic SystemKassel University, 2008


	The thermophotovoltaic (TPV) generation of electricity is based on the direct conversion

	of a thermal radiation coming from an emitter at high temperature into electric power

	by using photovoltaic (PV) cells. As shown in Figure 1.1 a heat source (generally a

	combustion process) is used to heat up an emitter material that converts...
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Mockito for SpringPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn all you need to know about the Spring Framework and how to unit test your projects with Mockito


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the Spring testing framework, stubbing, mocking, and spying dependencies using the Mockito framework and explore its advanced features
	
		Create an automated...
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